
CARE EQUIPMENT THAT PUTS RESIDENTS FIRST

OuipPro
QUALITY SOLUTIONS FOR CARE  
YOU CAN TRUST



Servicing, training and support

We’re not just suppliers, we’re your partners too.

With your dedicated account team supporting you, we give you 

specialist advice and guide you towards the choices that are 

right for your care home. We offer full product training too, along 

with tailor-made servicing programmes to keep your Pro-Quip 

equipment performing just as it should – so your residents enjoy 

the best possible care.

Pro-Quip gets it right

Pro-Quip is the high-quality medical equipment brand from Fairfield 

Care. With over 30 years’ experience helping care homes deliver the 

best possible care, we understand what you and your residents need.

From profiling beds and pressure relief mattresses to our accessible 

bath range, Pro-Quip products enhance comfort, mobility and overall 

quality of care. All our products meet the highest industry standards, 

so whatever you order, you can be sure your Pro-Quip equipment is 

reliable, compliant and safe.



Profiling beds: elevating comfort and care
 

Discover a new level of comfort and care with our Pro-Quip profiling 

beds. Designed with both residents and caregivers in mind, they offer 

customisable support and optimal positioning, and are comfortable, 

flexible and easy to use. 

Patient slings: seamless mobility and support
 

Safe and comfortable patient transfers are essential in any care setting, and our  

Pro-Quip patient slings are carefully designed to give the utmost support. Putting safety 

and ease of use first, they make the transfer experience smooth, safe and comfortable 

for residents and caregivers. With different options to suit a range of needs, they help 

promote dignity and respectful care. We also offer a detailed sling guide that helps 

carers determine the right sling and application for the task-in-hand.

Profiling Bed with exposed 
ends and wooden side rails

Profiling Bed with enclosed 
ends and wooden side rails

Ultra Low Profiling Bed Toileting Sling Full Body Sling Standing Sling



Accessible baths: comfort and dignity
 

Bathing should be a comfortable and dignified experience for everyone. Easy to 

access and equipped with features that enhance safety, our Pro-Quip accessible 

baths are designed to promote independence and wellbeing. They help individuals 

with varying mobility levels to bathe comfortably while reducing injury risk for your 

care team. All our baths are installed by our own team of expert engineers.

Pressure relief and foam mattresses: redefining comfort
 

Residents with mobility challenges deserve exceptional comfort as much as anyone.  

Pro-Quip pressure relief and foam mattresses provide unparalleled support and  

alleviate pressure points. Playing an important role in enhancing residents’ quality  

of life, they help make sure those in your care can always rest in comfort.

The Harmony Pro High-Lo Bath
with Power Traverse Seat

The Serenity Pro Fixed Height
Bath with Power Traverse Seat

The Essence Pro Bariatric 
Hi-Lo Bath Pressure Relief Mattress Foam Range Mattress



You rely on the equipment at the heart of your care home. You need it to be safe 

and reliable, to perform as it should – and with expert after-sales support from our 

servicing team, you can be sure your equipment will keep doing its job for a long 

time to come. 

We service the full range of care home equipment including profiling beds, hoists, 

slings, baths and mattresses.

With our expert servicing engineers on your side and an account team that knows 

you, plus our online servicing portal at your fingertips, you get the assistance you 

need when you need it. From servicing and maintenance to compliance inspections 

and emergency repairs, we keep your care home running smoothly – and your 

residents comfortable and secure.

Preventing breakdowns
Our scheduled maintenance programmes keep your equipment in optimal 

condition, significantly reducing the risk of costly and disruptive breakdowns.

Emergency repairs
Our prompt response times keep your care home running smoothly and your 

residents benefiting from the care they need.

Engineering expertise
From minor adjustments to comprehensive repairs, our ‘fix not replace’ 

approach has got you covered.

LOLER inspections
Trust our certified engineers to carry out rigorous examinations to keep you 

compliant with your LOLER obligations and other regulations.

Servicing for safety and peace of mind



We’re committed to care

Quality you can rely on
Quality is the cornerstone of our service. That’s why all our Pro-Quip equipment is 

manufactured to the highest quality standards, and rigorously tested to make sure it 

meets the safety and comfort levels that your team and your residents expect.

Seamless delivery
Once ordered, our delivery team, including our own fleet of drivers, get your products 

to you quickly and efficiently – important when you have so much else to manage.

Expert after-sales support
With specialist training and support from our expert team – including your own 

dedicated account manager – your after-sales experience has our stamp of quality too.

Servicing as standard
Regular servicing by our in-house engineers helps make sure your Pro-Quip 

equipment carries on performing effectively. Our service team looks after your 

equipment reliability, with maintenance, repairs and LOLER inspections where needed.

‘I can wholeheartedly say that I am 100% happy with the service provided by 
Fairfield Care. They have consistently demonstrated an unparalleled level of 

care, dedication, and professionalism that have left me thoroughly impressed.’

Mohsin Dewji, Purchasing Manager, MD Homes



Pro-Quip is the high quality equipment brand from Fairfield Care

Fairfield Care 
Unit 3 
Hudson Road 
Bedford
MK41 0LZ

Phone: 01234 324530
Email: sales@fairfieldcare.co.uk
www.fairfieldcare.co.uk

Fair�eld Care
Quality solutions for care you can trust
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